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Shopaholic is a modern responsive template. Wether you are looking for a WordPress eCommerce, or
an Opencart theme for an online store, Shopaholic is your one-stop solution. Shopaholic has an

impressive admin panel, which allows the user to manage the theme from a single place. With this
powerful admin panel, you can easily update the theme and change the source code of the theme to
your own styles. Mixin is the last word in OpenCart commercial-grade product catalog themes. It is a
premium Opencart theme and it has a wide range of features as well as a highly customizable admin
panel. This Opencart template is completely responsive, and it comes with a wide range of modules
that can be easily managed through the admin panel. Inside the clean and professional admin panel,
you have access to each module and feature, allowing you to customize and beautify your website to
your needs. With these 5 Opencart themes for eCommerce websites, your eCommerce website will

never be similar to the rest, as you can customize everything to your needs. These themes are
completely responsive, clean, and user-friendly. These elements give your website an edge over
other websites and you will be able to attract visitors to your website. PurpleTree is a trustworthy
and flexible opencart template that has a sleek, simple, and modern style. If you are looking for a

clean, modern, and new template for you retail store, then PurpleTree is the perfect solution for you.
eatlino is a responsive and multipurpose opencart theme built from scratch. It is designed to be as
easy as possible to use. It is clean and attractive design which can look good anywhere. It is highly

responsive to changing screens. It is well commented and easy to customize. A collection of practical
and carefully crafted pages helps get your website up as quickly as possible. Its Easy and simple

built in Theme Options makes customization and update even easier.
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CrypToken- is a unique Figma template with a modern and thoughtful design for websites NFT
Marketplace, digital goods, tokens, cryptocurrencies and much more. The template includes all the
necessary functionality for its niche When you buy this template, you get a ready-made product to

promote your business. It consists of 22 well-organized components that are easy to edit and
customize. Pages: 02_Sidebar CrypToken- is a unique Figma template with a modern and thoughtful
design for websites NFT Marketplace, digital goods, tokens, cryptocurrencies and much more. The

template includes all the necessary functionality for its niche When you buy this template, you get a
ready-made product to promote your business. It consists of 22 well-organized components that are
easy to edit and customize. Pages: 03_Page CrypToken- is a unique Figma template with a modern
and thoughtful design for websites NFT Marketplace, digital goods, tokens, cryptocurrencies and
much more. The template includes all the necessary functionality for its niche When you buy this

template, you get a ready-made product to promote your business. It consists of 22 well-organized
components that are easy to edit and customize. Pages: 04_Promo CrypToken- is a unique Figma

template with a modern and thoughtful design for websites NFT Marketplace, digital goods, tokens,
cryptocurrencies and much more. The template includes all the necessary functionality for its niche
When you buy this template, you get a ready-made product to promote your business. It consists of

22 well-organized components that are easy to edit and customize. Pages: 05_HellaPhoto
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